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Common indentation analyses suffer from iterations, polynomials, and approximations, in order to get along with an incorrect 
description of the force-depth curve. There is not the “quadratic relation”, also assumed in FE-simulations, but a simple 

undeniable one-page physical deduction proves the empirically found FN = k h3/2-relation. It opposes counter-physical ISO 14577 
that violates the first energy law with faulty hardness and elastic modulus (values and dimension, also falsely claiming Young’s 
modulus!) and cannot detect phase transition under load. All types of materials should now be characterized with Hphys (0.8 k : 
penetration resistance from >3 or >4 nines regression correlation) with the correct dimension (it is the first physically defined 
hardness ever) and with the not iterated indentation modulus Er-phys. The correct mathematically clear physics offers unexpected 
applications of nano- and macro-indentation data. Some of these are detection of surface effects and phase changes under load, 
including their transformation energy and activation energy, all with simple algebra. It includes the determination of correct 
adsorption energies and should correct all mechanical properties that are still derived from the faulty “HISO” and “EISO” suppositions. 
This adds increased precision. Clearly, daily life is still at risk as long as counter-physical ISO Standards are not changed: When 
suppressing basic physical laws, materials fail despite security by not properly fitting together, or because industrial indentations do 
not exclude multiple phase-transitions, creating interfaces as nucleation sites for cracks that might end catastrophically. The correct 
physics is of course promising. It requires acknowledgement and further development. 
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